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Workshop Title:  Market manager meets market vendor  
 
Speaker(s) & their titles:   
Melissa and Kris, Flying Apron Inn and Cookery 
Kelly Marie Redcliffe, Manger at Wolfville Farmers’ Market  
Jeff McMahon, Longspell Farm 
Michelle Wolff, Whole Green Heart 
 
Executive Summary:  
This workshop, consisting of a panel discussion, attended to the question “What 
makes a market run smoothly and what do you consider your top five tips that 
help it to reach that spot?” 
 
Notes:  
Each speaker gave their top five tips. 
 
Melissa 
Vendors need a market manager that understands the vendor's story; 
understands why they started, what is their product, etc. and gives them a vendor 
application to complete that captures the passion and reason as to why they are 
there. 

1) The manager needs to help make connections between vendors and 
encourage businesses working together. 

2) The manager needs to be willing to hear feedback, listen to how the 
vendor sees things. Have monthly or quarterly vendor meetings that are 
managed with a concern to how to make things better and focus on 
strengths. This also provides an opportunity for relationships to be built. 

3) Regular communication from the manager is necessary making it clear 
and concise and consistent as the vendors appreciate a heads up. 

4) Management training shows a level of professionalism. Knowing your 
demographic and realizing each market is a business requires that you 
share the knowledge you gain from this with the vendors. 
 

Kelly Marie 
1) I see the market as a community thus everyone deserves your best – give 

it! 
2) Practice what you preach with your neighbor vendors, buy and promote. 

Customers can feel your camaraderie and you having fun makes them 
want to be there. 

3) Vendors need to be understood so managers should create events and 
promote activities to help the vendor and to help others. Engage, try 
something new and use social media, promote your neighbour. There is 
always a way to hook in something to promote and talk about.  
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4) Love your policies: know them and recognize that they are built by 
vendors over time with vision and care. Work with the manager on them 
as they DO matter. If they need to be changed, give your wise thought to 
them, and be engaged with the process. They need maintenance so trust 
in the fairness of them. 

5) Be strategic. In every market day have a strategy and plan for growth. 
Each market day ask yourself “How do I want to engage with my 
customers?” Seek their feedback via tastings. I love when a vendor 
approaches me to tell me about the product or their business as this helps 
the manager. We miss stuff so tell us your story, new developments, etc. 

6) Bring gratitude and kindness to the market as this will help you to develop 
friendships with those around you and makes for better businesses. 

7) Gossip damages. It hurts you, the staff, the atmosphere. Say NO to 
gossip. 

8) Collective wisdom rocks! Trust in it, participate in it, adhere to it, question 
it.  

9) Markets are collectives that are designed to encourage intelligent 
decisions. Working together to come up with something more than the 
individuals own desires and needs is pretty darn great. Love it and make it 
work! 

 
Jeff  

1) Our guidelines and policies have made Wolfville Market great. 
2) Events such as vendor day make all the difference. Around 70 vendors 

wind down together the first Saturday of each month. We gather to hang 
out and there is even a 50/50 draw with a chance to give input. 

3) Market managing department drawn up themes and this draws people to 
the market. People are encouraged to come out to the business/farm and 
this puts a face to the farm for people and is very beneficial. 

4) We buy from each other as vendors so, overall, I am very pleased with my 
years at the market. 

 
Michelle  

1) Think like an entrepreneur. Price products to make money. 
2) Vendors have got to get more comfortable taking imperfect action. It is a 

verb: you DO business. Do not overinvest early on. Use the feedback you 
receive to make changes; perfection comes later. Speak to your 
customers and seek comments, suggestions; use surveys to get 
information. 

3) When clients can understand the reason and benefits of your product, they 
will buy.  

4) Who you are is shouting so loudly I can't hear what you are saying. Paying 
attention to vibe and energy is all that is needed. You had better like the 
human race if you are a vendor. Clients buy the smile and train the brain. 
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When you are in sales and customer service, you need to be warm and 
inviting! So show up and look interested. 

5) Take business training for small entrepreneurs. Farmers Markets of Nova 
Scotia offers free training for members – use it! Give up the reluctance to 
learn business training. As a business owner, use the business training to 
manifest the skill and wisdom in you and make a contribution. 

 
Q & A 
 
Q. What is the role of events and how do we keep it manageable and use them in 
the right way? 
A. Wolfville: Early on we formed a Promotions Committee of vendors. Its 
purpose was to bring new people and get them to keep coming to the market. We 
did raffles with emails and then we kept in communication with them. Events are 
needed to encourage the values of the market; should be food-based. All events 
were part of larger events (because funds were lacking). We leveraged upon 
others' events and then vendors could leverage upon us. Social media gives one 
an exciting reason to talk to people, engage them in another way.  
Michelle: Events need to be part of your fundraising. Events are great to get 
other organizations involved.  
Melissa: Put your comments in upfront, not after the event. Find an event that 
speaks to you and get involved.  
 
Vendor Tips 
  
Q. Lessons learned that made a difference? 
Jeff: I keep products in the same place on the table each week and keep things 
heaped up and it is so important to be there on time. Greet those who pass by.  
Melissa: Sampling worked for us! Let them try – it gives you a chance to tell a 
story. Also, when you want to quit, never give up. Effort is constant and you will 
need time to grow and passion to continue. 
 
Q.  What communication systems work? How do they hear about the 
news? 
A. Melissa: SM is free, and email builds partnerships that matter, so 
communicate those as well. It is a combined effort. 
Kelly Marie: I like to share information I get as manager with my vendors taking 
as many opportunities as possible with my customers and with vendors. I keep 
them in the loop. About 45% respond to email and so walking around is still 
essential for me to communicate with my vendors. Communication is taking place 
at the monthly vendor wind-down where there is an opportunity to get to know 
each other. This year we added a vendor chat whereby one has 5 minutes to talk 
with another and then switch, until we have spoken with everyone. 
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Q. How do get music at your market and do musicians have to be paid? 
A. The vast majority of markets have music. Most pay the musicians. If you have 
a music policy at your market and it is not working for your vendors, look at it with 
the manager.  
 
Q. Is there a cap on the number of vendors? 
A. Wolfville has a cap on number of meat producers, food, etc. and caps are 
reviewed annually.  
Jeff...three products (meat) is capped.  
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